Abstract.
Introduction
Let /c be a global function field over a finite constant field Fq. Drinfeld introduced the notion of elliptic modules, which are now known as Drinfeld modules, on k in analogy with classical elliptic curves. Hayes also studied this independently to generate certain class fields of k .
Drinfeld modules of rank 2 have many interesting properties analogous to those of elliptic curves. We fix k to be the rational function field Fq(T). In [ 1 ] we introduced the Tate parametrization of Drinfeld modules of rank 2 with nonintegral invariants over a complete field. In this article we use the description of division points of Tate-Drinfeld modules and the methods in [6, 7] to get an isomorphism theorem for Drinfeld modules over a field with some restrictions on t and /'. In other words, there exist a and b in A = Fq [T] such that pa(t~]) -Pb(t'~l) is integral. This restriction does not appear in the classical case because a/fi is a unit if the valuations of a and /? are equal.
From now on Drinfeld modules always mean Drinfeld modules of rank 2 defined on A = Fq[T].
Tate-Drinfeld modules
In this section we give a quick review of Tate-Drinfeld modules, which are the function field analogues of Tate elliptic curves [1] . Let k = Fq(T) and koo = Fq((T)), and let C be the completion of the algebraic closure of k^ . Let n be an element of C associated to the Carlitz module pT = TX + Xq.
Any rank 2 Drinfeld module cp over C on A = Fq[T] is completely determined by cpT = TX + nx-qgXq + nx-q2AXqI.
sunghan bae and p.-l. rang Then g and A are modular forms on Q, = C -K^ for GL2(^4) of weight q -1 and q2 -1, respectively. Let t = t(z) = e~x(nz) where '(*>=*iro-5r)-a€A Then g and A have /-expansions with coefficients in A [3] . Now let K be a complete field containing k and 8 > 0 a real number so that #(r) and A(t) converge for \t\ < d. For t e K with |r| < 8, we define the Tate-Drinfeld module associated to / by <$ = TX + g(t)Xq+A(t)Xq\
The Tate-Drinfeld map e^ is defined to bê w^n'O-^i))-Remark 1.1. If one views K as an ^-module via p (i.e., a • x = pa(x) for a e A, x e K), then ett) has exactly the same form as the exponential map e^(z) associated to the lattice A • t~x.
The following is given in [1] . (ii) e(t)(u + v) = e{t)(u) + e{l)(v).
(iii) cpat)(e{t)(u)) = e(t)(pa(u)). Remark 1.3. In the classical case, the Tate map is a homomorphism from the multiplicative group K* to the elliptic curve. Proposition^ .2 says that the Tate-Drinfeld map is an ^4-module homomorphism from K with ^4-module structure given by the Carlitz module to K with ^-module structure given by the Tate-Drinfeld module tp^ . Now let K be a finite extension of kp and cp^ be a Tate-Drinfeld module of rank 2 over K associated to t with \t\ < 1. We use 1 instead of 8 because A is contained in the ring of integers of K and the coefficients of g and A are in ^4.
If z e D]'P^T' , then pp^n(z) lies in Dt. Hence there is an element a e A such that pP(T)"{z) = Pa(t~x) ■ The association z i-> a mod p" defines a homomorphism of A.P(Ty = Ker (pp')T)" onto A/pn . Hence the Tate-Drinfeld map gives rise to an exact sequence Proof. Exactly the same proof as in [6, 7] , replacing Zp by Ap and p by p(T) would give the result.
Local isogeny theorem
In this section, we will prove the following local isogeny theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a finite extension of kp and cf the ring of integers in K. Let v be the discrete valuation on K and t, t' e K* with v(t) and v(t') > 0. Let cp -<p^' and tp' = cpv I be the corresponding Tate 
where r, s e Ap. Let x and x' be the invariants in lim HX(G, R") associated to cp and cp', respectively, given in the previous section. Then the commutativity of (5) Hence «' = lim/9P(7-)n(f5") = 0, and we are done.
Remark 3.2. The ./'-invariant ;', of cp^ is defined to be ;', = g(t)q+x/A(t). It is shown in [3] that jt --^y + power series in tq~x .
Hence jt is nonintegral iff v(t) > 0. In the elliptic curve case, for each element q e K*, there is a naturally associated integer v(q), the valuation of q . The fact that a -qv(ql)/q'v(q) is a unit in cf is used in the proof. In our case, there is no natural element of A associated to an element t e K, however, we need some elements a and b in A, which make z = pa(t~{) -Pbit''1) to be integral in order to prove that (i) sa = rb ,
(ii) z is a torsion point of p .
(h) The condition that pa(t~l) -Pb{t'~x) lies tn cf is not necessary if 0 < v(t), v(t') < q . Indeed, in the proof we showed that Ps"(rx) -ps"(t'-x) = pP(T)*(a") for some a" e K with degr" , degs" < degp(T)" . Then (ii) To each </>(b) one must replace the Carlitz module by the sign normalized rank 1 Drinfeld module /?(b), which is defined over the Hilbert class field of B . Hence we need more restrictions on the complete field K to make p(b) Galois invariant.
(iii) One must define invariants of Drinfeld modules of rank 2 on B to get the analogue of Proposition 1.4.
